
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of advisor,
financial analysis. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for advisor, financial analysis

Comprehensively analyze and interpret projected results and ensure trends
are substantiated and grounded in principle in order to provide senior
management with an understanding of issues to allow them to take
appropriate action where required
Identify process improvement opportunities within the FP&A group and
propose solutions
Develop and maintain strong relationships with business unit asset teams,
Business Development, Treasury, Tax, Risk, Corp Strategy, and Financial
Reporting, to ensure that financial projections are valid and incorporate their
collective outlook
Support management, and lead projects, to develop financial projections to
meet the needs of other corporate groups
Support FP&A Transformation initiatives and take part in special projects as
they arise
Identify process inconsistencies and recommend improvements
Support Business Partners in developing the effective reports and data points
to assist analysis and decision making
Identify opportunities to leverage system tools to automate tasks / processes
Responsible for supporting assigned operations business units in annual
budgeting and periodic forecasting of operating expense budgets
Accountable for monthly close processes including reporting, expense
analysis, variance analysis and correcting discrepancies through journal entry

Example of Advisor, Financial Analysis Job
Description
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Qualifications for advisor, financial analysis

Validate Spiff/Contest/Bonus eligibility, and submit quarterly payout items
At least 2 to 3 year’s prior experience in a Controllership/FP&A role
supporting the business
Advanced PC skills (Excel and PowerPoint a must
Prefer a Masters Degree in Finance or Accounting with 6+ years of
professional experience
Master’s Degree (preferably in Economics or Management), financial and
analytical experience (strong in Excel and PWP applications is a must)
Responsible for performing account reconciliations of equipment returned,
amounts paid in rent, tracking miscellaneous charges


